WEEKLY UPDATE: EDITION 20
2021/2022
PAGE ONE: THOUGHTS FROM THE HEAD
Dear Parents,
With half term now just a week away, the days are lengthening and the sun shining and all seems to be
reawakening both literally as flowers begin to bud and metaphorically as everything seems to be coming
back to life for the children.
This has been seen again today, with the wonderful Duchy Run for the Junior School, and yesterday for the
Inter House Music competition that return amidst a veritable forest of 1980s wigs and some quite
remarkable costumes (Jack Harris—quite a moment.) What both have brought with them has been a sense
of fun, of working together, of individual and team excellence both in sporting and musical terms, and of
the children working together for a collective outcome. All of which has made me smile a great deal, and
emphasised just how far we have come, together, from where we were before.
Many parents will have joined us since the dark days of lockdown, some have left through their time at St
Jo’s coming to an end, and many more have been part of the journey that has seen us from March 2020 to
here, in February 2022.
We are now nearly two full years from the announcement of the first school lockdown, and remarkably it
was on today’s date, on the 11th of February 2020 that the World Health Organisation gave the disease
that had emerged in Wuhan the name COVID-19. It was today that the virus itself was named SARS-CoV-2.
It was tomorrow, the 12th February 2020, saw London’s first case, bringing the UK’s total confirmed cases
to 9.
These dates, these figures, seem like a lifetime away, given the fluency with which we now speak of lateral
flow tests, of PCRs, and how used we are to the daily tolls of infections, and, tragically, of deaths. None of
this should be forgotten, and while there is much to look forward to, we must never forget the duty of care
to the most vulnerable that remains.
What we can, and must, celebrate and enjoy is the resilience, humanity and fun that is intrinsic in the
children who have come through the past two years, and for me this week has just highlighted that to
perfection.
I look forward to sharing the next week with these amazing children, to continuing to celebrate their
achievements, whether they be sporting, musical, academic, personal, altruistic or in any of the many
forms they take. Because the children of St Joseph’s make me smile and laugh every day, and for that I can
only say a huge thank you to them all.
Have a great weekend all, and see you on Monday.
With best wishes,
Mr Oliver Scott.
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Dear parents,
We have had a really positive week in school with many activities and events taking place. Thank you to
Year 11 parents that attended Tuesday's parents evening, I hope that your last parents evening for this
Year group enabled you to feel updated on their progress as they move closer to their GCSEs.
On Wednesday we held the Food Teacher interviews which went very well. We hope to update you on
these ASAP. Well done to all pupils that took part in the interview lessons and pupil panel, they were a
great credit to our school.
The House Music competition took place on Thursday afternoon after an exciting build up and
practicing. Huge thanks to the brilliant Heads of House for organising such a fun event. The pupils had
so much fun, were able to let their 'hair down' and have a very enjoyable afternoon. Thank you to the
Year 11 House Captains, staff and all pupils that were so great; there were so many happy faces and
many very talented musicians and singers on show.
One of the most important events in the Computing calendar is with us this week; Safer Internet Day
2022. Whilst Online Safety is delivered through Computing lessons and dripped into the wider
curriculum throughout the year, this day realigns our thoughts with discussions, scenarios and ageappropriate conversation around what it means to be safe whilst online. There will also be an assembly
about the 4C's, (Content, Contact, Conduct, Commerce) on Monday. Now more than ever, it's
important that we all take a moment to consider what opportunities we allow for the children to share
their thoughts and concerns around Online Safety.
Next week is our last week before half term; grade cards will be published next Friday for you to view
your son's/daughter's Effort and Working At Grade. Yet again there are more fixtures which really
pleases me, thanks to the PE department for working hard with these. Lastly thank you to all staff that
are working tirelessly to help each child in all aspects of their school life, the care and compassion
shown by them is exemplary.
Tomorrow will see the Ten Tors training group out for our 6 th walk. As you would have seen from the
write up in this newsletter, the team are doing very well in their preparations for the main event in
May. My thanks to all staff that help to make this happen.
I hope you have an enjoyable weekend.

Sam Matthews
Deputy Head of School
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Dear Junior School Parents,

The penultimate week of this half of term has flown by and we are about to embark on the final
furlong, as we gallop towards half term. I do apologise for the mixed metaphors.
This week we have had 3 of our year 6s presents the work of KS2, on invasive species, to a panel of
scientists from the Royal Society. After their presentation they were asked some exceedingly
difficult questions which they tackled admirably. Well, done to all of them.
In their STEM workshop, the Year 5s and 6s were tasked with creating, from cardboard and
tinfoil, boats that would float. They then had to see which one could carry the most marbles without
sinking. This was a brilliant problem-solving exercise and well done to the successful teams in each
class.
Our U11 teams played Shebbear at football at home this on Wednesday. They a did very well and had a
splendid afternoon pitting their skills against another school.
All the KS2 classes had a session in the orchard under the tutelage of Kate and Tom Hills finding out
about invasive species pathways and creating a zoo – please ask them all about it, if they haven't told
you already. The KS1 classes spent an afternoon in the orchard looking for signs of spring and collecting
some very early frogspawn.
On Tuesday, KS2 are spending half a day at Roadford Lake learning even more about invasive species.
Year 3 and 4 will be attending in the morning. Can they please come into school in their own
clothes and bring spare pair of shoes and trousers with them. They will also need their school uniform
to change into for the afternoon.
Year 5 and 6 will be attending in the afternoon and therefore need to come into school in their school
uniform with their own clothes in a bag ready to change into. They will also need a spare pair of trouser
and shoes in case they get wet. These trips are covered by the general yearly permission slip that
parents signed at the start of the year. All children will be wearing their outdoor school clothes, whilst
they are there and, as always, need a set-in school at all times. Unfortunately, any children who do not
have their outdoor school kit will be unable to join us.
We are extremely excited to be having our first junior house event on Friday, where the children will
come together in their houses from Reception to Year 6 and led by their House Captains work as a
team to create a collaborative work.
This half term, we have been enjoying getting to grips with our new PSHE Curriculum. We have
broadened our curriculum by adding content from the Mental Health Charity BLURT as well as the
Diversity and Inclusion Charity No Outsiders. For the Spring Term, the whole of the Junior School has an
overarching theme of Living in the Wider World, within which, this half term we have been exploring
the topics Belonging to a Community and Media Literacy and Digital Resilience. This has allowed us to
explore subjects such as the environment, community actions and staying safe online to name but a
few.
Have a lovely weekend

Caroline Skerry
Junior Head
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Senior Subject Wonders of the Week

English: George Darwall and Megan May - for
their continual progress in English Literature - a
result of focus and graft.
Kelly Lam, Georgie Gilbert and Rosalyn Tucker for the deep exploration of setting in Jekyll and
Hyde
Biology: James Tippett for excellent effort and
enthusiasm in Biology.
Chemistry: KS4 Chemistry Star of the Week Liam Brent for successfully being able to collect
threads of nylon he had made on a glass rod. The
other successful participants were Mrs Hopkins
and Mrs Bartlett. One of the chemicals was a bit
old hence the difficulty (please see below).

Key Stage Stars of the Week
KS1: Arthur Cann for his determination to catch up
with his peers after a few days off ill. He not only did
his story plan in English today, but he also wrote his
story sentences to catch up with the rest of the
class. He chose not to do the pictures but focus on
getting his writing done. Super!
KS2: William Barrett for his outstanding research for
the Eco Council.
KS3: Harrison Jones for being really helpful in
languages.
KS4: Sapphire Bhatti - for leading the rehearsals for
House Music Competition in the absence of Mr
Brown. Doing a brilliant job at leading her
Lanhydrock team in her House prefect role.

MFL: Madame Scott's Year 8 French class for
Also, Erin C, Harvey, Tom M, Melissa, Brooke, Jack H
their active participation in singing and moving to
and Hollie S for all being so eloquent and helpful
our song 'Le Coach' by Soprano.
during the Food Interviews on Wednesday.

KS4 Chemistry

The process of Condensation Polymerisation is used which involves reacting two different monomers together, both of which have two reactive functional groups at either end of the monomers. The new products are a polymer such as nylon or polyester plus a small molecule such as water or hydrogen chloride.
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Baby Bears

Year 1 are learning to sew this week. They are making their very own Baby Bears. Super stitching
everyone!
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Ten Tors Training

This week the team were tested with some torrential horizontal rain in very high winds. You
are very exposed on Dartmoor and all pupils showed great resilience to complete the walk.
They also had some challenging low cloud to navigate and although it was a long day for
them, they gained so much from it.
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Year 5 and 6 Marine Engineering Pathway workshops

Years 5 and 6 took part in workshops today delivered
by the Marine Engineering Pathway / Sea Cadets.
They thought about volume, mass and density of
objects and buoyancy. Challenge one was to make a
ball of plasticine float and challenge two was to build
a boat which would hold marbles. How many marbles
could their creations hold before sinking?
In Year 6 the winning boat held 162 marbles and the
winning boats engineers were Oliver and Henry.
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Year 3 Outdoor School

Year 3 have been exploring rocks
and soils in science, so during our
Outdoor School lesson we created
our own wormery.

We have identified different
types of worms and have also
been discussing how worms are
so important for healthy soils.
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Year 6 English

Year 6 are studying The Highwayman by Alfred Noyes in their English lessons. They made wanted posters
for the highwayman which included references to the poem.

New Board Games……….

3.45pm on Monday and a selection of different card and board games but chess is still the current
favourite.
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Do you recognise this teacher…….

Our very own Junior Head Mrs Skerry was featured in the PSTT
Spring 2022 Magazine.
WhyHow_Magazine_Spring_2022.pdf (pstt.org.uk)

Royal Society

This week we have had 3 of our
year 6s presents the work of
KS2, on invasive species, to a
panel of scientists from the
Royal Society. After their
presentation they were asked
some exceedingly
difficult questions which they
tackled admirably.
Well, done to all of them.
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Year 9 Chemistry

Some excellent examples of Year 9 Set 1
research on the Development of the
Periodic Table which is the initial part of
Chapter 2. Research posters produced by
Erin Dickson, Rosie Rea, Lowen
Courtney-Bridgey and Sophie Renfree.
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Duchy Cross Country—Race 1!

A huge well done to all who took part in the first race of the Duchy Cross Country held at Duchy College today.
The children were amazing, and the level of parental support was wonderful to see. The children all supported
one another impressively, wherever they came in the race. On a cold and sunny day, just seeing the children running was quite wonderful.
The Cross-Country is the first in the Duchy League, where primary schools from across the area compete to gain
points both individually and for their schools. The next race is on the first Friday of the Easter Holidays so parents
will need to sign up through school and take their children to Duchy College themselves, where they will be met
by St Joseph’s staff who will help them register and ensure all of their points and places are recorded.
While every pupil who took part did brilliantly, certificates were awarded to those who came in the top three for
Year 5&6 and Year 3&4 Boys and Girls. Here you can see some very proud winners who made the top three in
their races: from left to right Joseph Scott who won the 5&6 Boys race, Megan Scott who won the 3&4 Girls Race,
Elisa Mayhew who came second in the 5&6 Girls race and Bryony Medland who came second in the 3&4 Girls
Race. More photos hopefully to follow next week: please can any parents who have pictures from the day send
them in and we will share action shots in our next edition!

OPEN DAY—March 4th!
Please do pass on to friends and family who may be interested in joining St Joseph’s that we have our Open Day on the 4th of March at 10am. We look forward to seeing lots of people then—and to sharing all we do at school with
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Sports Fixtures—Team Sheets
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Sports Fixtures—Team Sheets
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Reception and KS1 Science Club

This week we had lots of fun making lava lamps
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Year 9 English

At the end of our studies of
Education themed poetry and
before we read/perform/butcher
An Inspector Calls, year 9 spent a
lesson creating Blackout poems.
These edit/blackout/draw over
pages of existing text to create
something new.
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Year 4 Computing—Safer Internet Day

To mark Safer Internet Day, Year 4 completed a number of activities considering safe usage
including enjoying Think U Know’s Band Runner.
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Year 4 Science

In science in Year 4 this week children made
ear defenders to test different materials’ ability
to reduce audible sound.
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This week, Year 9, 10 and 11 pupils joined the Brook's Big RSE
Lesson. Led by expert Brook educators, we’ll be exploring the
richness of LGBT+ history, while building on inclusivity and allyship
in the present. The lesson aimed to challenge stereotypes,
promote understanding and celebrate diversity.

Place2be have teamed up with BAFTA Kids to create two virtual assemblies for Children’s Mental Health
Week 2022, supported by Oak National Academy. This year, they have created assemblies to help chil-

dren and young people across the UK take part in the week and explore the theme of ‘Growing Together.’
Year 7 tuned in to watch this during tutor time.
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Religion and World views
In Religion and world views we have been looking
at the story of The Terrible Things by Eva Bunting,
the story is an allegory of the Holocaust.
This week Emily Chalk in year 8 brought in some
family history documents that told the story of
her Jewish Great great grandparents (they are in
the top picture) and their children who were
living in Vienna in the 1930s.
We learned how some of the children in the
family escaped to Britain on the Kindertransport
and others were able to survive as ‘submarines’,
a name given some Viennese Jews who survived
by going into hiding underground for three years.
This led us to investigate the story of Nicolas
Winton who rescued 100s of Jewish children in
Czechoslovakia in 1938 and brought them to
Britain. Emily still has family living today in
Vienna.
A fascinating story that helped the class really
understand this period of history. Thank you
Emily!

Children’s Mental Health Week
It is Children's mental health week and there are
many ways we can all help and support young
people manage their mental health.
It is important for us to encourage children to
share their thoughts and feelings and support
one another
Please see below for two links to the Place2Be
and the NHS websites:
Children's Mental Health Week (childrensmentalhealthweek.org.uk)

https://www.nhs.uk/every-mind-matters/supporting-others/childrens-mental-health/
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